Bus and automobile routes

By bus, from the main station or the downtown centre. Bus no 106 or 109 to the bus stop Ermitage. Proceed by foot along the Chemin du Pertuis-du-Sault.

By car. Head northeast above the main train station, along Faubourg de la Gare. Take the left fork heading towards La Chaux-de-Fonds. At the roundabout, follow the third exit up Rue du Rocher. At about 300 meters from there, turn straight to the right at the corner of the Ermitage Chapel, which brings you onto Rue G.-A. Matile. Turn left to follow Chemin du Pertuis-du-Sault.

With only a limited number of parking places available immediately above the Centre, further parking space exists a bit further on in the “Roche de l’Ermitage” area.

Walking trails

On foot from the station approx. 20 minutes. The map indicates two walking trails.